
IMPORTANCE OF COMPUTER IN AGRIBUSINESS

Input use technologies: Computers play a significant role in . Many farmers, wholesalers and retail chains of agri
industry are looking for this.

The other protected it from specific herbicides, meaning those herbicides could be used more effectively to
keep fields free from weeds. The following year Davis and Ray A. My gratitude goes further to all staff of
Applied Statistics Department in Faculty of Economics department of Applied statistics for their strong
devotion and high professionalism spirit they render while training future Statisticians. Use of Technology in
Agriculture Nowadays, technology is widely used in farming. The idea is that all participants will benefit from
better solutions to the matrix. To keep the boom going, though, technologists like Dr Zohar must become ever
more inventive. Thanks to modern optics, even a satellite this small can be fitted with a multispectral camera,
though it has a resolution per pixel of only 3. Genomic selection is a superior version of marker-assisted
selection, a process which has itself been replacing conventional crop-breeding techniques. And they may not
be needed. Computer-controlled devices automated systems [ edit ] DeLaval milking station Automatic
milking systems are computer controlled stand alone systems that milk the dairy cattle without human labor.
Farmers Business Network, of Davenport, Iowa, uses almost the opposite model, acting as a co-operative data
pool. Agribusiness include not only those that farm the land but also the people and firms that provide the
inputs for ex. View my portfolio By Tony Myles, eHow As competition and modernization increased, issues
of cost Moisture sensors planted throughout the nut groves keep track of what is going on in the soil. It is also
escape-proof. Both came from bacteria. But robotics is developing rapidly, and the control systems needed to
run such machines are getting better and cheaper by the day. For example, they fix nitrogen from the air into
soluble nitrates that act as natural fertiliser. One of the more popular aspects of the computer is the use of the
internet. King ,Micheal Boehij, Michael L. The production should be high and time consumed should be less.
In a recapitulation of the early days of manned flight, the makers of unmanned agricultural drones are testing a
wide range of designs to find out which is best suited to the task of flying multispectral cameras over farms.
Genetic Engineering: Nowadays, some plants are produced genetically which make them resistant to insects
and other conditions and at the same time enables them to produce a good yield. One set turns ammonia
excreted by the fish into nitrate ions. With luck, the new generation of genome-edited plants, and maybe even
animals, will not provoke such a reaction.


